Introduction {#section1-1091581818754330}
============

In recent years, there has been significant interest in integrating systematic review (SR) into toxicology and risk assessment, as doing so will aid in modernization of evidence-based decision-making.^[@bibr1-1091581818754330][@bibr2-1091581818754330][@bibr3-1091581818754330][@bibr4-1091581818754330]--[@bibr5-1091581818754330]^ In their recent reviews of the United States Environmental Protection Agency\'s (USEPA's) Integrated Risk Information System (IRIS), the National Academy of Science (NAS) recommended using SR as a means to substantially strengthen the IRIS process.^[@bibr5-1091581818754330],[@bibr6-1091581818754330]^ Further, the NAS^[@bibr5-1091581818754330]^ specifically addressed the importance of assessing the risk of bias (RoB), stating that "an ROB assessment should be conducted on studies that are used by USEPA as primary data sources for the hazard identification and dose--response assessment." That is, RoB should be evaluated for all studies used to draw conclusions regarding a potential hazard, as well as all studies used to develop toxicity values such as an oral reference dose (RfD) or reference concentration (RfC).

Numerous other investigators have identified the evaluation of "RoB" as a critical element of SR.^[@bibr1-1091581818754330],[@bibr5-1091581818754330],[@bibr7-1091581818754330],[@bibr8-1091581818754330]^ Assessment of the RoB involves critically appraising studies using a formal process that assesses specific aspects of quality associated with study design.^[@bibr8-1091581818754330]^ This process provides a measure of whether the design and conduct of a study compromised the credibility of the link between exposure and outcome.^[@bibr2-1091581818754330],[@bibr7-1091581818754330]^ More specifically, RoB relates to the internal validity of a study---that is, evaluation of the potential for a systematic error (ie, deviation from true effect)---that can impact the direction and magnitude of the results.^[@bibr5-1091581818754330]^ Assessment of RoB in SR has long been applied in the fields of medicine and other scientific disciplines; as such, many tools and frameworks exist for evaluation of RoB in clinical medicine.^[@bibr7-1091581818754330]^

However, owing to both the recent application of SR in the field of toxicology^[@bibr9-1091581818754330]^ and the high level of heterogeneity of toxicological data sets (ie, evidence from observational human studies, experimental animal studies, and in vitro studies) relative to clinical medicine (ie, evidence primarily from controlled human trials), only 2 tools exist for the evaluation of RoB in toxicological data sets. One of the tools, which is the most relevant for chemical risk assessment, was developed by the National Toxicology Program's (NTPs) Office of Health Assessment and Translation (OHAT) and represents an RoB rating tool for both human and animal studies.^[@bibr10-1091581818754330],[@bibr11-1091581818754330]^ The OHAT RoB rating tool was developed for use as part of their handbook for conducting SRs. The other RoB tool that includes evaluation of animal data was developed by the SYstematic Review Centre for Laboratory animal Experimentation,^[@bibr12-1091581818754330]^ developed in the context of preclinical research. Both tools are based on well-established RoB guidelines developed for clinical medicine and use criteria similar to those applied to human randomized control trials, as experimental animal studies are similar in their ability to control for exposure and dose, as well as to measure outcomes. The use of the OHAT tool, which includes both human and animal studies, allows for comparison of RoB across a body of evidence, thus facilitating comparisons of data from respective evidence streams (ie, human, animal).^[@bibr2-1091581818754330]^ It has been recognized, however, that application of RoB tools to toxicological data sets and generation of empirical data will likely result in refinement of RoB tools and approaches as applied to toxicological data sets.

Although the conduct of RoB is clearly established as an integral component of an SR, the actual utilization of an RoB assessment in an SR supporting chemical risk assessment is less well established. Available guidance describes how to use RoB in assessing the quality in a body of evidence, but this is generally limited to evaluation of potential hazard.^[@bibr1-1091581818754330],[@bibr13-1091581818754330],[@bibr14-1091581818754330]^ However, it is reasonable to carry forward the concepts of study quality when selecting candidate studies (and thus carrying out the recommendations from the NAS described above). No applications of utilizing the RoB assessment to inform selection of candidate studies for development of toxicological values (such as an RfD or RfC) are available. Given the NAS recommendation to do so, and the anticipated future use of RoB in chemical risk assessment, practical applications are needed to begin establishing best practices. The need for such is highlighted by anticipated future efforts such as the USEPA's recently released *Procedures for Prioritization of Chemicals for Risk Evaluation Under the Toxic Substances Control Act, Final Rule.* ^[@bibr15-1091581818754330]^ In the Agency's guidance document (a document designed to assist in the development of risk evaluations submitted to the USEPA under the Toxic Substances Control Act), it is recommended that a data quality system be utilized, but no additional guidance or definitions are provided.

The evidence base for trichloroethylene (TCE) provides an opportunity to explore the impact of assessing RoB in risk assessment and specifically impact on characterizing hazard and developing toxicity reference values. Although there are a number of issues that have been raised related to the evidence base related to the potential for development of congenital heart defects (CHDs) following in utero exposures to TCE,^[@bibr16-1091581818754330][@bibr17-1091581818754330][@bibr18-1091581818754330]--[@bibr19-1091581818754330]^ the most notable issue concerns the selection of 1 study in particular (ie, Johnson et al^[@bibr20-1091581818754330]^) for hazard characterization and development of noncancer toxicity values. This study is one of the co-candidate studies supporting the current USEPA RfD and RfC values.^[@bibr21-1091581818754330]^ A number of investigators have identified specific shortcomings of the Johnson et al's^[@bibr20-1091581818754330]^ study including issues with study design, conduct, and reporting.^[@bibr16-1091581818754330][@bibr17-1091581818754330][@bibr18-1091581818754330]--[@bibr19-1091581818754330],[@bibr22-1091581818754330][@bibr23-1091581818754330][@bibr24-1091581818754330]--[@bibr25-1091581818754330]^ Additionally, the findings reported by Johnson et al^[@bibr20-1091581818754330]^ are inconsistent with others in the evidence base.^[@bibr17-1091581818754330][@bibr18-1091581818754330]--[@bibr19-1091581818754330],[@bibr22-1091581818754330][@bibr23-1091581818754330]--[@bibr24-1091581818754330]^ However, to date, this evidence base has not been subject to a formal assessment of the RoB, nor has there been a formal assessment and integration of data quality as it pertains to developing conclusions.

Given (1) the NAS recommendations that an RoB assessment be conducted on studies used as primary data sources for the hazard identification and dose--response assessment, (2) the need for case studies and empirical evidence in testing RoB schemes for toxicological data sets, and (3) the suitability of the TCE evidence base as a case study, the objective of this current evaluation was to evaluate the RoB, as well as other data quality elements, in the evidence base considered by Makris et al^[@bibr25-1091581818754330]^ and to integrate such into the development of conclusions. The process implemented in this assessment followed that developed by NTP OHAT. This case study provides a demonstration as to how study quality (as evaluated by internal validity \[RoB\]) and external validity can be integrated into the risk assessment process, supporting both hazard characterization and the selection of candidate studies in the development of toxicity reference values.

Materials and Methods {#section2-1091581818754330}
=====================

Selection of a Case Study and Development of Evidence Base {#section3-1091581818754330}
----------------------------------------------------------

The evidence base established by Makris et al^[@bibr25-1091581818754330]^ provides a readily available data set upon which to evaluate the role of RoB, as well as other elements of data quality, in chemical risk assessment. To ensure that all currently available literature was included in this RoB assessment, the evidence base developed by Makris et al^[@bibr25-1091581818754330]^ was combined with findings of an updated literature search (January 1, 2015, to August 15, 2017; see Supplemental Materials). The syntax was developed by an informational specialist, who also executed the PubMed and Embase searches and subsequent screening. The search strategy also involved hand searching of key primary studies as well as reviews (eg, Bukowski^[@bibr26-1091581818754330]^). Additionally, while not an SR, in order to evaluate the RoB, a population, exposure, comparator, outcome (PECO) statement is required as the RoB criteria and rating instructions must be tailored to specific research questions. For the purposes of this RoB assessment, the following PECO was developed:

### In humans and experimental animals, is in utero exposure to TCE associated with CHDs? {#section4-1091581818754330}

The population was defined as human and experimental animals. The exposure in question was specific to TCE, the comparator being the absence of TCE exposure (eg, control). The outcome was defined as CHDs, including defects of the valves (mitral, tricuspid, pulmonary, and aortic), arteries (aorta and pulmonary, including the transposition of major arteries), chambers (atria and ventricular), and septa (atrial, ventricular, and atrioventricular).

Critical Appraisal via RoB (Internal Validity) {#section5-1091581818754330}
----------------------------------------------

A research team was assembled with expertise and experience consistent with standards for conducting RoB evaluations. Data extraction and RoB assessments were performed by 2 reviewers; conflicts were resolved by a third. Risk of bias was evaluated using the OHAT RoB tool.^[@bibr11-1091581818754330]^ Further, RoB was evaluated on the outcome level (vs study level) per OHAT guidance. The OHAT RoB tool is comprised of 11 questions (also known as domains) that are designed to account for different type of bias within a study that, collectively, allow reviewers to consider "the extent to which results of included studies should be relied on."^[@bibr1-1091581818754330]^ Each question is assigned a rating based on the following: "++" definitely low RoB (dark green shading), "+" probably low RoB (light green shading), "−" probably high RoB or not reported (light red shading), or "−−" definitely high RoB (dark red shading). The lower the RoB, the higher the methodological quality of a study/outcome.

Per guidance in using the OHAT RoB tool, it is noted that the core question of each SR is unique and therefore necessitates that investigators tailor the questions to the specific research hypothesis for a given review.^[@bibr1-1091581818754330],[@bibr11-1091581818754330]^ Following this guidance, 4 of the RoB questions (questions 1, 5, 8, and 9) for the experimental animal studies were evaluated by component (referred to as subdomains). That is, as written in the tool, a single question covered multiple elements of internal validity. Recognizing that part of the current objective was to evaluate RoB schemes for toxicological data sets and that some of the studies in the TCE evidence base were associated with study design limitations, it was important to be able to assess these elements separately, as well as overall. The OHAT questions differentiated by subdomain were questions 1, 5, 8, and 9 (dose randomization, identical experimental, confidence in exposure, and confidence in outcome assessment, respectively). Questions 7 and 10 were not divided into subdomains. Thus, RoB questions were evaluated as follows (see Supplemental Materials for further descriptions and rating categorizations):Question 1a---Adequate randomization of animals to control or exposure/dose groups?Question 1b---Were all study groups (control and exposed) investigated concurrently?Question 5a---Was the same vehicle used for all study groups (control and exposed)?Question 5b---Were non-treatment-related experimental conditions the same for all study groups (control and exposed)?Question 7---Were outcome data complete without attrition or exclusion from analysis?Question 8a---Is there confidence in test article purity?Question 8b---Is there confidence in test agent solution concentration and stability?Question 8c---Is there confidence that all study groups were administered doses or experienced exposures in a consistent manner?Question 9a---Is there confidence in the outcome assessment method?Question 9b---Is there confidence that the outcome assessors were adequately blinded to the animal/tissue study group identity?Question 10---Were all measured outcomes reported?Question 11---Were appropriate statistical units evaluated and reported?

In addition to customization of the criteria, OHAT also recommends that rating instructions be tailored to the specific research question. Although largely similar to that provided by OHAT, rating descriptions were refined for human and experimental animal studies, a summary of refinements are described here and details provided in the Supplemental Materials. With respect to outcome characterization for experimental animal studies, the methodology for dissection and evaluation of CHDs (question 9a) was rated for bias based on validation and reliability. Given the minute size of the fetal heart in rodents and other small animal species, and the sensitivity of this organ tissue, CHDs have been commonly identified by using 1 of 2 common and acceptable fetal dissection techniques (reviewed in Tyl and Marr^[@bibr27-1091581818754330]^): the fresh in situ microdissection technique^[@bibr28-1091581818754330],[@bibr29-1091581818754330]^ and the fixation, serial sectioning technique.^[@bibr30-1091581818754330]^ Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) guidelines for developmental toxicity studies approve of either technique, and so both were associated with a "low" RoB for the current evaluation. There are advantages and disadvantages specific to the conduct and outcome of each method, and there is overlap in the sensitivity of each to identify certain CHDs.^[@bibr31-1091581818754330]^ The distinction between "definitely low" and "probably low" RoB was made based on the available evidence that indicated the "Staples technique" is overall more sensitive to the identification of malformations of the heart and major blood vessels.^[@bibr27-1091581818754330],[@bibr32-1091581818754330]^ Other techniques were rated based on similarity to these methods and demonstrated validation in the literature.

The 11th question, described by OHAT as "other bias," allows for additional questions for other potential threats to internal validity (eg, statistical methods) that can be added and applied as appropriate. For the experimental animal studies, the "other bias" was included, defined as, "were appropriate statistical units evaluated and reported?" For the human studies, no major modifications or subdomains were implemented. Consistent with experimental animal studies, the "other bias" question was used to account for the conduct and reporting of statistical analyses. The rating definitions were largely predicated on the appropriate use of statistical units and the handling of control groups. Because fetuses exposed in utero are wholly dependent upon the mother, and it is only the mothers who are independently sorted into study dose groups, it is a tenet of developmental toxicology that the litter---not the fetus---is the appropriate unit for statistical analysis.^[@bibr27-1091581818754330],[@bibr33-1091581818754330],[@bibr34-1091581818754330]^ As such, studies that reported statistical results on a per-litter basis were defined as "low" RoB for statistical analysis. Studies in which the statistical unit was not evident or was based on the fetus were defined as "high" RoB studies for this question. Further, analyses that used a single concurrent control were also considered to have lower RoB than studies that relied on pooled controls; reporting from original study reports was relied upon in assignment of rankings.

When evaluating the epidemiological literature for evidence of associations between a particular exposure birth defects, it is important to control for a number of confounding factors.^[@bibr35-1091581818754330][@bibr36-1091581818754330][@bibr37-1091581818754330]--[@bibr38-1091581818754330]^ Herein, confounders considered to be important when rating epidemiological studies included maternal cigarette smoking, alcohol use, advanced maternal age, diabetes, hypertension, poor nutrition (eg, folic acid deficiency), exposure to infectious agents, and use of certain medications.^[@bibr37-1091581818754330],[@bibr39-1091581818754330][@bibr40-1091581818754330][@bibr41-1091581818754330]--[@bibr42-1091581818754330]^ Particular emphasis was placed on maternal smoking, alcohol use, and hypertension, as these are factors that alone have been associated with birth defects, including CHDs.^[@bibr43-1091581818754330][@bibr44-1091581818754330][@bibr45-1091581818754330][@bibr46-1091581818754330]--[@bibr47-1091581818754330]^ In order to achieve a low RoB rating, epidemiology studies had to account for maternal smoking and alcohol use during pregnancy (probably low) in addition to other variables (definitely low).

Following appraisal of internal validity via RoB, studies were assigned to tiers as a means of characterizing the overall RoB for each outcome/study, thus allowing for comparison between studies and across evidence streams. Per OHAT guidance^[@bibr1-1091581818754330]^, a 3-tier approach was implemented, where tier 1 studies represent those studies that generally have a "low" RoB (higher level of confidence) and tier 3 studies generally have a "high" RoB (lower level of confidence). Tier 2 studies are those that met neither of the criteria for first or third tiers. Similar to that described by the OHAT guidance, the tiering approach implemented here placed emphasis on key questions. Due to the nature of experimental versus observational study types, the key questions identified for animal versus human studies differed. For the experimental animal studies, questions 5b (same nontreatment environmental conditions across groups) and 9a (method used to identify CHD) were identified as key. For the human studies, the questions identified by OHAT (4, 8, and 9) were used as key RoB domains. Tiers were defined as follows:Tier 1: A study must be rated as "definitely low" or "probably low" RoB for key elements and have most other applicable items answered "definitely low" or "probably low" RoB.Tier 2: A study that neither meets the criteria of tier 1 or tier 3.Tier 3: A study must be rated as "definitely high" or "probably high" RoB for key elements and have most other applicable items answered "definitely high" or "probably high" RoB.

Data Integration and Overall Evaluation of Confidence in the Body of Evidence {#section6-1091581818754330}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Data were synthesized and integrated by study type (eg, case--control/cross-sectional, and oral/inhalation), evidence stream, and overall. Confidence (also referred to as the quality of evidence) was determined per OHAT. In brief, in accordance with this guidance, an initial confidence rating is assigned based on 4 study design elements (controlled exposure, exposure prior to outcome, individual outcome data, and comparison group used). The initial confidence can then be increased based on large magnitude of effect, evidence of a dose--response, residual confounding, and consistency of results across studies. Confidence can be decreased by inconsistent results among studies, indirectness (external validity or generalizability, evaluated both on an individual study basis as well as on body of evidence basis), and imprecision. Publication bias and residual confounding were not evaluated here. Final confidence ratings were assigned by stream and overall. It should be noted, however, that the confidence ratings in the OHAT guidance reflect confidence that study findings accurately reflect the true association between exposure to a substance and effect. Thus, the framework---by default---is designed to describe confidence in observation of an effect (the alternative hypothesis) versus the lack of an effect (the null hypothesis); as such, additional narrative is required to describe confidence when data support the null hypothesis.

Evaluation of the Role and Impact of RoB on Developing Conclusions {#section7-1091581818754330}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Continuing with the OHAT process,^[@bibr1-1091581818754330],[@bibr2-1091581818754330]^ the confidence ratings for the body of evidence (which included consideration of RoB) were translated into evidence of health effects (step 6 in the OHAT process) and then conclusions developed based on the integration of evidence (step 7 in the OHAT process). To evaluate the potential impact of RoB, the key elements of data evaluation, including the process to do so, were considered in the context of the risk assessment process, specifically the conclusions regarding hazard and the data quality assessment relative to selection of candidate data sets, thus addressing the NAS recommendations regarding RoB assessment for studies used in dose--response assessment.

Results {#section8-1091581818754330}
=======

Evidence Base for TCE and CHD {#section9-1091581818754330}
-----------------------------

The literature search yielded 35 unique references published since 2015. None of the references examined the potential association of in utero exposure to TCE and development of CHDs in fetuses or neonates. Three additional epidemiological studies---Tola et al,^[@bibr48-1091581818754330]^ Brender et al,^[@bibr49-1091581818754330]^ and Gilboa et al^[@bibr50-1091581818754330]^---were identified via hand searching of USEPA,^[@bibr51-1091581818754330],[@bibr52-1091581818754330]^ Makris et al,^[@bibr25-1091581818754330]^ and Bukowski.^[@bibr26-1091581818754330]^

Of the 11 experimental animal studies identified, 2 reported multiple experiments (ie, evaluation of CHD in 2 different animal species).^[@bibr53-1091581818754330],[@bibr54-1091581818754330]^ Here, these were treated as separate studies. In addition, there were 2 publications from the same laboratory that reported on the same animal experiment conducted over a 6-year period,^[@bibr20-1091581818754330],[@bibr55-1091581818754330]^ as well as related correspondence and errata from the authors.^[@bibr56-1091581818754330][@bibr57-1091581818754330]--[@bibr58-1091581818754330]^ Because, collectively, these publications report on a single data set, this was treated as a single experimental animal study here and only the more recent paper^[@bibr20-1091581818754330]^ was included in the current RoB analysis. Similarly, for the epidemiological literature, 2 publications reported on the same investigation,^[@bibr59-1091581818754330],[@bibr60-1091581818754330]^ so they were evaluated as a single study. Lagakos et al^[@bibr61-1091581818754330]^ and Massachusetts Department of Public Health^[@bibr62-1091581818754330]^ also reported on the same investigation, with the latter report (published by a state government agency) presenting an updated and upgraded (cross-sectional vs cohort study) analysis of the earlier study. However, only a summary of the updated/upgraded analysis was readily available; because details were not available in such, only the earlier publication (which contained details of methods and findings) was included here.

Overall, the evidence base for TCE-CHD contained 12 experimental animal studies (Cosby and Dukelow,^[@bibr63-1091581818754330]^ Fisher et al,^[@bibr64-1091581818754330]^ Johnson et al,^[@bibr20-1091581818754330]^ Narotsky et al,^[@bibr65-1091581818754330]^ Narotsky and Kavlock,^[@bibr66-1091581818754330]^ Carney et al,^[@bibr67-1091581818754330]^ Dorfmuller et al,^[@bibr68-1091581818754330]^ Healy et al,^[@bibr69-1091581818754330]^ and 2 studies each in Hardin et al^[@bibr54-1091581818754330]^ and Schwetz et al^[@bibr53-1091581818754330]^) and 9 epidemiology studies (Tola et al,^[@bibr48-1091581818754330]^ Brender et al,^[@bibr49-1091581818754330]^ Gilboa et al,^[@bibr50-1091581818754330]^ Yauck et al,^[@bibr70-1091581818754330]^ Bove et al^[@bibr60-1091581818754330]^/Bove,^[@bibr59-1091581818754330]^ Forand et al,^[@bibr71-1091581818754330]^ Goldberg et al,^[@bibr72-1091581818754330]^ Ruckart et al,^[@bibr73-1091581818754330]^ and Lagakos et al^[@bibr61-1091581818754330]^). Here, the term study refers to a unique experiment or evaluation rather than to a publication as a whole, though the author/year of a publication is used (along with a description where needed) to identify a study.

Synthesis and RoB Evaluation of Experimental Animal Studies {#section10-1091581818754330}
-----------------------------------------------------------

The TCE-CHD animal evidence base was comprised of rat (9), mouse (2), and rabbit (1) studies; these were divided into 2 groups based on route of maternal exposure (oral or inhalation; [Table 1](#table1-1091581818754330){ref-type="table"}). Across the 7 inhalation studies, daily exposures to TCE ranged from 50 to 1,800 parts per million, with the exposures varying between 4 and 7 h/d over a 10- to 22-day period during gestation. With the exception of the Healy et al's^[@bibr69-1091581818754330]^ study (exposures in rats on gestation days 8-21), all other inhalation studies involved exposures during the critical window for fetal cardiac development (ie, gestation days 7-15, 8-13, and 8-16 for rats, mice, and rabbits, respectively).^[@bibr74-1091581818754330]^ No CHDs were reported in any of the TCE exposure groups in the inhalation studies, the relevant route of exposure for development of inhalation toxicity values (eg, RfC). The RoB across these studies was low to moderate; 4 studies were classified as tier 1 studies, the remaining 3 as tier 2 ([Figure 1](#fig1-1091581818754330){ref-type="fig"}). The outcome assessment method (question 9a) is an important element of the RoB evaluation for developmental toxicity studies, given the small size and delicate nature of the fetal heart. The outcome assessments used as part of the study design for the inhalation experiments reflect common guideline methods (Staples^[@bibr28-1091581818754330]^ method and the close variant published by Stuckhardt and Poppe^[@bibr29-1091581818754330]^; the Wilson^[@bibr30-1091581818754330]^ method) long recognized as appropriate for evaluating teratogenic effects in the fetuses of species used in these studies (ie, rat, mouse, rabbit), and thus, studies that used these methods were rated as "definitely" or "probably" low RoB, respectively, for question 9a. The exception was Healy et al's^[@bibr69-1091581818754330]^ inhalation study, which provided insufficient information on the outcome assessment methodology.

###### 

Summary of Evidence Synthesis and Confidence in the Experimental Animal Studies.

![](10.1177_1091581818754330-table1)

  Study                                            Study type                                                                   Finding^a^                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Included in evaluation by Makris et al (2016)?^b^   Initial confidence rating^c^   Risk of bias tier   Risk of bias                                                   Unexplained inconsistency                                                                                                            Indirectness                                  Imprecision                                                                                                  Magnitude                                                                                       Dose--response                                                                                                         Consistency across study types                                                                          Final confidence rating
  ------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------ ------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Oral studies                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
   Cosby and Dukelow^[@bibr63-1091581818754330]^   Mouse; oral gavage administered during gestation (GD 1-5, 6-10, and 11-15)   Negative: no CHDs reported in animals versus controls                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Yes                                                 High                           2                   --/↓ Serious (all information is from tiers 2 and 3 studies)   --Single inconsistency (1 of 5 oral study) likely explained by study design limitations. Inconsistent study could not be validated   --Not serious; direct evaluation of TCE-CHD   --/↓The single study to report effect did not report any measure of variability (SD or SE) on CHD findings   --No effects observed in 4 of 5 oral studies; single study reporting effect had low magnitude   --No TCE-CHD effects observed in 4 of 5 oral studies; single study reporting effect demonstrated poor dose--response   ↑No TCE-CHD effects observed in 4 of 5 oral studies. Increases confidence in negative findings          High (+++) confidence in the animal database demonstrating null hypothesis
   Fisher et al^64^                                Rat; oral gavage administered during gestation (GD 6-15)                     Negative: no statistically significant increase in % fetus or litter with CHDs versus controls. Positive control resulted in statistically significant increase in CHDs versus controls, validating model. Study designed to verify Dawson/Johnson positive results   Yes                                                                                2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
   Johnson et al^20^ ^,d^                          Rat; gestational exposure via drinking water (GD 1-22)                       Positive: statistically significant increase in % fetuses with CHDs at 2 of 3 highest doses; reported a dose--response relationship                                                                                                                                   Yes                                                                                3                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
   Narotsky and Kavlock^66^                        Rat; oral gavage administered during gestation (GD 6-19)                     Negative: no CHDs reported in animals versus controls                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Yes                                                                                2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
   Narotsky et al^65^                              Rat; oral gavage administered during gestation (GD 6-15)                     Negative: no CHDs reported in animals versus controls                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Yes                                                                                2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
  Inhalation studies                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
   Carney et al^67^                                Rat; inhalation exposure (GD 6-20, 6 h/d)                                    Negative: no CHDs reported in animals versus controls                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Yes                                                                                1                   --Not likely (Most information is from tier 1 studies)         --No inconsistency between inhalation studies to explain                                                                             --Not serious; direct evaluation of TCE-CHD   --No CHDs reported in any of the 7 inhalation studies                                                        --No effects observed in 7 of 7 inhalation studies                                              --No TCE-CHD response reported in 7 of 7 inhalation studies                                                            ↑No TCE-CHD response reported in 7 of 7 inhalation studies. Increases confidence in negative findings   High (+++) confidence in the animal database demonstrating null hypothesis
   Dorfmueller et al^68^                           Rat; inhalation exposure (GD 1-20, 6 h/d)                                    Negative: no CHDs reported in animals versus controls                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Yes                                                                                1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
   Hardin et al^54,e^---(1) rat experiment         Rat; inhalation exposure (GD 0-18, 7 h/d)                                    Negative: no CHDs reported in animals versus controls                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Yes                                                                                2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
   Hardin et al^54,e^---(2) rabbit experiment      Rabbit; inhalation exposure (GD 0-21, 7 h/d)                                 Negative: no CHDs reported in animals versus controls                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Yes                                                                                2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
   Healy et al^69^                                 Rat; inhalation exposure (GD 8-21, 4 h/d)                                    Negative: no CHDs reported in animals versus controls                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Yes                                                                                2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
   Schwetz et al^53^---(1) rat experiment          Rat; inhalation exposure (GD 6-15, 7 h/d)                                    Negative: no CHDs reported in animals versus controls                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Yes                                                                                1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
   Schwetz et al^53^---(2) mouse experiment        Mouse; inhalation exposure (GD 6-15, 7 h/d)                                  Negative: no CHDs reported in animals versus controls                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Yes                                                                                1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

Abbreviations: CHD, congenital heart defect; OHAT, Office of Health Assessment and Translation; TCE, trichloroethylene; GD, gestation day; SE, standard error; SD, standard deviation.

^a^Based on assessor classification; unless the study authors reported a statistically significant increase in CHDs relative to control group, finding is negative for TCE-CHD.

^b^Classification based on inclusion in evaluation of hazard (ie, inclusion of tables, etc).

^c^Based on OHAT^[@bibr1-1091581818754330]^: Table 8---Study design features for initial confidence rating.

^d^As ultimately acknowledged by the original study authors, Johnson et al^[@bibr20-1091581818754330]^ represents multiple experiments conducted over a 6-year period.^[@bibr57-1091581818754330],[@bibr58-1091581818754330]^ Data presented in an earlier publication represent the results of 2 of 4 total exposure groups of this study and were republished by Johnson et al.^[@bibr20-1091581818754330]^ Although previous reviewers have referred to these publications as 2 distinct efforts, it is more accurate to treat these articles as a single study unit. Since the data for all 4 exposure groups were published by Johnson et al,^[@bibr20-1091581818754330]^ this is the citation used in this study to represent this study. However, there are certain inconsistencies between the 2 publications (vehicle used, number of controls, CHD classification) that are important to characterizing study quality, and therefore, we include selective references to the earlier publication.

^e^Hardin et al's^[@bibr54-1091581818754330]^ study is a general summary of a series of teratogenicity studies on several workplace chemicals performed in multiple animal species by a contract research laboratory (Litton Bionetics) on behalf of the National Institute of for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH). Critical study design and results information were not reported by Hardin et al^[@bibr54-1091581818754330]^ but were found in the publically available laboratory report furnished to NIOSH by Litton Bionetics.^[@bibr92-1091581818754330]^

![Risk of bias (RoB) heat map for experimental animal studies. The question-based validity was evaluated using the Office of Health Assessment and Translation (OHAT) RoB tool. Risk of bias for each question is indicated by color: "definitely low RoB" (dark green, ++), "probably low RoB" (light green, +), "probably high RoB" (light red, −), and "definitely high RoB" (dark red, −−).](10.1177_1091581818754330-fig1){#fig1-1091581818754330}

The other 5 studies involved oral exposures of pregnant mice or rats to TCE via gavage or drinking water during gestation. With the exception of the Cosby and Dukelow's^[@bibr63-1091581818754330]^ study (variable 5-day exposures occurring at early and mid-gestation), the windows of exposure for the oral studies ranged from 10 to 22 days and included the critical period of development for the fetal heart in rats (gestation days 7-15) and mice (gestation days 8-13).^[@bibr74-1091581818754330]^ Of the oral studies, only one^[@bibr20-1091581818754330]^ reported a statistically significant increase in CHDs in rats exposed to TCE throughout pregnancy ([Table 1](#table1-1091581818754330){ref-type="table"}). Only 2 of these 5 oral studies utilized an outcome assessment recognized as a guideline method^[@bibr65-1091581818754330],[@bibr66-1091581818754330]^ and therefore rated a low RoB for question 9a. The remaining oral studies either provided insufficient information on the outcome methodology^[@bibr63-1091581818754330]^ or used a fetal heart dissection and assessment technique^[@bibr20-1091581818754330],[@bibr64-1091581818754330]^ that has not been validated in the scientific literature. None of the oral experimental animal studies were rated as a tier 1 study for RoB: 4 of the 5 were rated as tier 2 studies, while Johnson et al's^[@bibr20-1091581818754330]^ study was the only experimental animal study in the TCE-CHD evidence base to be rated as a tier 3 study ([Figure 1](#fig1-1091581818754330){ref-type="fig"}). The Johnson et al's^[@bibr20-1091581818754330]^ study also had the highest RoB related to exposure characterization (question 8a-c) due to lack of information on TCE purity, failure to analytically confirm TCE concentration in daily drinking water, and exposure in a group housing setting (3 animals per cage vs individual exposures). In addition, there were a few experimental studies that had high RoB for statistical analysis (question 11) due to limitations on statistical reporting (Cosby and Dukelow,^[@bibr63-1091581818754330]^ Narotsky and Kavlock,^[@bibr66-1091581818754330]^ and Healy et al^[@bibr69-1091581818754330]^) or pooling of nonconcurrent control groups (Johnson et al^[@bibr20-1091581818754330]^).

Across the experimental animal evidence base, most studies had low RoB ratings for selection bias (questions 1a and b) and performance bias (ie, questions 5a and b and 7). The exception was the study by Johnson et al^[@bibr20-1091581818754330]^ (the only study across the evidence base to report effects), which rated high RoB for most of these subdomains. Many studies rated probably/definitely high RoB for study group concealment and blinding criteria (questions 2, 6, and 9b), as information on these elements were not reported.

Synthesis and RoB Evaluation of Epidemiological Studies {#section11-1091581818754330}
-------------------------------------------------------

The 9 observational human studies evaluating TCE-CHDs were separated into 2 broad groups based on their level of directness (ie, external validity): (1) those that directly evaluated and reported findings specific to TCE and CHD (ie, design and report of study was "fit for purpose")^[@bibr48-1091581818754330][@bibr49-1091581818754330]--[@bibr50-1091581818754330],[@bibr60-1091581818754330],[@bibr70-1091581818754330],[@bibr71-1091581818754330]^ and (2) studies that did not evaluate or report TCE-specific exposures or effects but were included in the evidence base by Makris et al^[@bibr25-1091581818754330]^ or Bukowski^[@bibr26-1091581818754330]^ ([Table 2](#table2-1091581818754330){ref-type="table"}). These latter studies involved exposure to media that may have contained TCE or a mixture of TCE and other compounds, but authors did not attempt, or did not attribute, exposures and/or effects to TCE specifically.^[@bibr61-1091581818754330],[@bibr72-1091581818754330],[@bibr73-1091581818754330]^ Additionally, the information presented in the study by Goldberg et al,^[@bibr72-1091581818754330]^ Lagakos et al,^[@bibr61-1091581818754330]^ and Ruckart et al^[@bibr73-1091581818754330]^ showed evidence of coexposures to other chemicals (some of which, such as lead, are known to be associated with CHDs^[@bibr75-1091581818754330]^). And while coexposure is evaluated in RoB, these studies were substantially different than the studies determined to be more "fit for purpose." As such, these studies were also evaluated for RoB, but as a second group, and integrated separately from the first group of studies.

###### 

Summary of Evidence Synthesis and Confidence in Human Studies.

![](10.1177_1091581818754330-table2)

  Study                                                                                                                                            Study type               Finding^a^                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          Included in evaluation by Makris et al?^b^   Initial confidence rating^c^               Risk of bias tier   Risk of bias                                                                                                       Unexplained inconsistency                                           Indirectness                                                                                                      Imprecision                                                                         Magnitude                                                                              Consistency across study types                                                         Final confidence rating
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------ ------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Analyses involving direct assessment of TCE and CHD (ie, offered evaluation and results specific to TCE and CHD)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
   Tola et al^[@bibr48-1091581818754330]^                                                                                                          Cohort                   Negative: no malformed baby was found to have been born to any mother exposed occupationally                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        No                                           Moderate                                   2                   --/↓Serious (all information is from tier 2 studies)                                                               --Inconsistencies assumed to be inherent to study design elements   --Not serious; direct evaluation of TCE and CHD                                                                   --When provided, confidence interval ranges varied, some were large                 --When effect observed, magnitude was not large                                        --Results are not consistent between study types                                       Low (++) to very low (+) confidence in the human database demonstrating either null or alternative hypothesis
   Gilboa et al^[@bibr50-1091581818754330]^                                                                                                        Case-- control           Negative: no significant increase in CHDs in mothers occupationally exposed to TCE between cases and controls (*P* = 0.67).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         No                                           Low to moderate                            2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
   Yauck et al^[@bibr70-1091581818754330]^                                                                                                         Case--control            Negative: no significant increase in CHDs between cases and controls when only distance from TCE emitters is evaluated.Positive: significant increase in CHDs between cases and controls when distance from TCE emitters is adjusted by age (adjusted OR, 3.2; 95% CI, 1.2-8.7)                                                                                                     Yes                                          Low to very low                            2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
   Brender et al^[@bibr49-1091581818754330]^                                                                                                       Case--control            Negative: no increase in conotruncal heart defects (OR = 0.98; 95% CI 0.87-1.10) or obstructive heart defects (OR = 1.03; 95% CI 0.92-1.15) for cases where maternal residence was proximal to TCE source.Positive: small increase in septal heart defects (OR = 1.06; 95% CI 1.02-1.10) for cases where maternal residence was proximal to TCE air emissions (based on TRI data)   No                                                                                      2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
   Bove et al^[@bibr59-1091581818754330],[@bibr60-1091581818754330],d^                                                                             Cross- sectional         Weak/unclear (estimated OR with no CI): increase in major cardiac effects for TCE \>10 ppb (OR = 1.24) and increase in ventral septal defects (VSDs; OR for TCE \>5 ppb = 1.30), but no CI provided in either case, so significance is unclear                                                                                                                                      Yes (also combined)                                                                     2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
   Forand et al^[@bibr71-1091581818754330]^                                                                                                        Cross-sectional          Positive: increase for all CHDs (RR = 2.15; 95% CI: 1.27-3.62); major cardiac defects (n = 6) were of borderline statistical significance (RR = 2.40; 95% CI: 1.00-5.77), but significant increase in conotruncal defects (RR = 4.91; 95% CI: 1.58-15.24; authors note that although statistically significant, these RRs were based on 3 and 4 exposed cases, respectively         Yes                                                                                     2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
  Analyses involving assessment of exposure to media with multiple contaminants including TCE (ie, no evaluation and results specific to TCE)^e^                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
   Goldberg et al^[@bibr72-1091581818754330]^                                                                                                      Case--control (pseudo)   Weak/unclear (estimated OR with no CI): CHDs for exposure to water contaminated with TCE and other chemicals                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        Yes                                          Low (was not a true case--control study)   3                   **↓**Very serious: plausible bias that seriously weakens confidence in the results (2 of 3 studies rated tier 3)   --Inconsistencies assumed to be inherent to study design elements   **↓**Serious: CHD not directly assessed with potential TCE exposure, but more general contaminated water source   **↓**Precision cannot be evaluated since no measures of variability were provided   --Two of 3 studies reported no effect; when effect observed, magnitude was not large   --Results not adequately analyzed or reported to evaluate consistency across studies   Very low (+) confidence in the human database demonstrating either null or alternative hypothesis
   Ruckart et al^[@bibr73-1091581818754330]^                                                                                                       Case--control            Negative: CHDs in TCE-contaminated area of Camp Lejeune reported only one-third expected number. Authors did not analyze CHD data further                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           Yes                                          Low to moderate                            3                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
   Lagakos et al^[@bibr61-1091581818754330]^                                                                                                       Cross-sectional          Negative: No results for TCE specifically; negative CHDs for exposure to well water contaminated with TCE and other chemicals                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Yes                                          Low to very low                            2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

Abbreviations: CHD, congenital heart defect; CI, confidence interval; OR, odds ratio; TCE, trichloroethylene; TRI, USEPA's Toxic Release Inventory program; RR, relative risk.

^a^Based on assessor classification; OR with CIs overlapping were not considered to be positive.

^b^Classification based on inclusion in evaluation of hazard (ie, inclusion of tables, etc); Gilboa et al^[@bibr50-1091581818754330]^ and Brender et al^[@bibr49-1091581818754330]^ are cited in the narrative but not formally included in the evaluation.

^c^Based on Office of Health Assessment and Translation^[@bibr1-1091581818754330]^: Table 8---Study design features for initial confidence rating.

^d^Both studies report on the same assessment and provide similar information and thus are regarded as a single line of evidence.

^e^Studies that were included by Makris et al^[@bibr25-1091581818754330]^ as part of the evaluation of TCE, but authors do not provide TCE-specific analyses; other studies characterizing CHD from media containing chlorinated contaminants or other agents are available but not included in this study (ie, the scope involved TCE and CHD, based on evaluation by Makris et al^[@bibr25-1091581818754330]^).

The first group of studies was selected as the primary evidence base evaluating associations between TCE exposure and CHDs in humans and was comprised of 6 studies: a single cohort study (Tola et al^[@bibr48-1091581818754330]^), 2 cross-sectional studies (Bove^[@bibr59-1091581818754330]^/Bove et al,^[@bibr60-1091581818754330]^ Forand et al^[@bibr71-1091581818754330]^), and 3 case--control studies (Yauck et al,^[@bibr70-1091581818754330]^ Gilboa et al,^[@bibr50-1091581818754330]^ and Brender et al,^[@bibr49-1091581818754330]^). The findings from these are mixed; several of the studies report a lack of association, whereas others report weak findings for some types of malformations (but not others; [Table 2](#table2-1091581818754330){ref-type="table"}). Interpretation of these data is difficult, given the heterogeneity of study design and conduct and seriousness of RoB ([Figure 2](#fig2-1091581818754330){ref-type="fig"}). For example, Bove^[@bibr59-1091581818754330]^/Bove et al^[@bibr60-1091581818754330]^ report an odds ratio (OR) of 1.24 for the association between TCE concentrations of \>10 parts per billion (ppb) in residential wells and major cardiac effects. Interpretation is severely limited by (1) no confidence interval (CI) derived/provided by the authors, (2) lack of confidence in exposure (based on a series of assumptions relating biannual measurements of TCE in public water systems to residential status), and (3) lack of adjustment for critical confounding variables. The largest magnitude of effect was reported by Forand et al,^[@bibr71-1091581818754330]^ reporting an RR of 4.91 (95% CI: 1.58-15.24); however, this risk ratio estimate lacked precision, nor did it reflect an adjusted value that accounted for confounding. Additionally, this study utilized population-based exposure estimates of exposure, as opposed to exposure estimates for the individuals in the study.

![Risk of bias (RoB) heat map for epidemiological studies. The question-based validity was evaluated using the Office of Health Assessment and Translation (OHAT) RoB tool. Risk of bias for each question is indicated by color: "definitely low RoB" (dark green, ++), "probably low RoB" (light green, +), "probably high RoB" (light red, −), and "definitely high RoB" (dark red, −−).](10.1177_1091581818754330-fig2){#fig2-1091581818754330}

The study with the lowest overall RoB, Yauck et al,^[@bibr70-1091581818754330]^ reported a lack of association for TCE when unadjusted for potential confounders but reported an increased OR when adjusted for certain risk factors (3.2; 95% CI: 1.2-8.7). This case--control study was the only study in the evidence base that adjusted for both maternal smoking and alcohol consumption---variables that the authors found to be significant on their own,^[@bibr70-1091581818754330]^ thus highlighting the critical nature of evaluating such. The study by Gilboa et al,^[@bibr50-1091581818754330]^ a case--control study that evaluated occupational exposures to TCE (and other solvents) in women from the National Birth Defects Prevention Study, did not find a significant increase in CHDs between cases and controls (*P* = 0.67). Notably, the study by Gilboa et al^[@bibr50-1091581818754330]^ was the only study in the evidence base to adjust for folic acid supplementation, although the authors did not adjust for alcohol consumption or smoking patterns. As demonstrated in [Figure 2](#fig2-1091581818754330){ref-type="fig"}, adjustment for confounding was a significant limitation across the evidence base.

More significant than confounding, however, are the limitations in evaluation of exposure across the evidence base. None of the studies directly measured exposure in subjects; this is a critical limitation as such studies are likely to have less RoB than studies involving indirect measures. Two studies utilized proximity to a TCE source as a measure of exposure,^[@bibr49-1091581818754330],[@bibr70-1091581818754330]^ 2 used group-level categorical classifications based on residential location,^[@bibr59-1091581818754330],[@bibr71-1091581818754330]^ and 2 used occupational status, either via job exposure matrix (nonvalidated and based on self-reporting, thus introducing the potential for recall bias)^[@bibr50-1091581818754330]^ or via biomonitoring data (urinary trichloroacetic acid).^[@bibr48-1091581818754330]^ Using proximity as a surrogate for exposure, rather than using analytical data to model exposure estimates, is known to produce biased results.^[@bibr76-1091581818754330]^ The utilization of proximity to exposure sources greatly reduces the available information and introduces sources of bias, both mathematically and with respect to researchers' judgment. In the absence of an analysis of the various distances that comprise a study's data set, this also suggests some significant relations could only be detected using the selected bands of distance (eg, living within 1.32 miles of at least 1 site, as was categorically evaluated by Yauck et al^[@bibr70-1091581818754330]^; use of a "threshold distance" (undefined) by Brender et al^[@bibr49-1091581818754330]^), which casts doubt on the validity of the findings. If living near these sites were associated with higher risk, using the continuous number of sites nearby or several continuous variables documenting continuous distance to the nearest 3 sites or simply using the geographical coordinates of the households versus exposed/nonexposed categorization based on a specific distance (eg, 1.32 miles) would also eliminate some of the bias and lend credibility to the findings.

Additionally, OHAT includes verification of the compound over the course of the test period as an element in determining exposure misclassification, underscoring the importance of accounting for changes in media levels of volatile compounds during the course of the study.^[@bibr11-1091581818754330]^ Only 1 study in the human evidence base involved direct measurement of TCE in any form---Bove^[@bibr59-1091581818754330]^/Bove et al^[@bibr60-1091581818754330]^ The authors of this study utilized data from biannual measurements of TCE in drinking water. Given the volatility of TCE, there is low confidence that biannual measurements represented an accurate characterization of exposures to TCE via the public water supply.

Moreover, with the exceptions of the studies by Brender et al^[@bibr49-1091581818754330]^ and Bove^[@bibr59-1091581818754330]^/Bove et al,^[@bibr60-1091581818754330]^ none of the studies adjusted risk estimates for the potential impact of coexposure to other chemicals on the TCE-CHD association data. This limitation is of particular relevance to 3 of the studies that were categorized separately due to lack of TCE-specific evaluation and reporting. The studies Lagakos et al,^[@bibr61-1091581818754330]^ Goldberg et al,^[@bibr72-1091581818754330]^ and Ruckart et al,^[@bibr73-1091581818754330]^ all involve exposure to media with multiple contaminants (eg, dichloroethylene, tetrachloroethylene, chloroform, lead, chromium, etc; direct evidence of such provided by study authors). Two of these studies reported a lack of CHD response in their respective study populations: Lagakos et al,^[@bibr61-1091581818754330]^ using a space--time distribution from wells and survey data of adverse pregnancy outcomes, and Ruckart et al,^[@bibr73-1091581818754330]^ in an evaluation of birth defects in babies born to women who lived on Camp Lejeune during their pregnancy. The CHD findings in the latter study are only presented as part of the methods, with the authors reporting that less than the expected number of cases of conotruncal heart defects were observed in the Camp Lejeune population, which the authors provide as justification for excluding CHDs from their agent-specific assessments. Additionally, both of these studies relied upon self-reporting of outcome (and thus the potential for recall bias exists). It should be noted that Lagakos et al^[@bibr61-1091581818754330]^ attempted to check the accuracy of the outcomes via medical confirmation, findings of which suggested a low rate of false positives, and that overreporting was infrequent and not more common among exposed respondents. The third study---a nontraditional case--control study published by Goldberg et al^[@bibr72-1091581818754330]^---reported a relative OR that was "3 times greater" (actual OR not provided) based on comparisons of exposed and unexposed cases (a comparison associated with a high RoB). As a group, these 3 studies had a high RoB for most questions relevant to human studies, including all 3 of the key questions (ie, confounding \[eg, no evaluation of confounding\], exposure \[eg, residence and/or estimation of the fraction of water from selected wells\], and outcome evaluation \[eg, self-report from telephone survey\]; [Figure 2](#fig2-1091581818754330){ref-type="fig"}).

Evidence Integration and Confidence in Body of Evidence {#section12-1091581818754330}
-------------------------------------------------------

[Tables 1](#table1-1091581818754330){ref-type="table"} and [2](#table2-1091581818754330){ref-type="table"} summarize the elements of evidence integration and resulting confidence in the body of evidence for TCE and CHDs as evaluated per NTP^[@bibr1-1091581818754330]^ for the animal and human evidence streams, respectively. The experimental animal studies had an overall lower RoB (mostly tier 1/2 and a single tier 3) than the human data (mostly tier 2 of 3 studies). For the experimental animal data, both oral and inhalation studies were assigned initial confidence ratings of "high," per NTP.^[@bibr1-1091581818754330]^ Findings of the inhalation studies were consistent (all 7 studies resulted in the same result, lack of effects). Collectively, these inhalation studies were considered "not likely" to have significant RoB, a low level of indirectness (ie, high-level confidence in the external validity or generalizability of these data), and no unexplained inconsistencies. And thus, the final level confidence in the studies was very high, that is, there is a very high level of confidence in the evidence base supporting a lack of association between inhalation of TCE and CHDs in experimental animal studies.

A similar final level of confidence was determined for the experimental animal studies involving oral exposure. Only 1 of the 5 oral studies reported CHDs following in utero exposure to TCE ([Figure 3](#fig3-1091581818754330){ref-type="fig"}). This finding, which is inconsistent with all other oral studies, is explained by high risk of performance, detection, selection, and other (statistical) bias, specifically the lack of concurrent controls, lack of consistent vehicles across control and dose groups, uncertainty in exposures, use of unique and unvalidated outcome assessment method, and pooling of nonconcurrent control group data. When compared to other studies with lower RoB (ie, concurrent controls, consistent vehicle across groups, analytical certainty of exposure dose/exposure levels, common and validated outcome assessment methods, and appropriate statistical analyses) that evaluated similar and higher exposure doses and exposure paradigms, it is apparent that the Johnson et al's^[@bibr20-1091581818754330]^ study is not sufficiently reliable for hazard characterization or for development of noncancer toxicity values. This is further supported by the lack of ability to replicate the study's findings in a study designed specifically to do so (Fisher et al^[@bibr64-1091581818754330]^; particularly notable given that the first author of the Johnson et al's^[@bibr20-1091581818754330]^ study was also as a member of the cardiac dissection and assessment team in the study by Fisher et al^[@bibr64-1091581818754330]^).

![Summary diagram of exposure--response data for trichloroethylene (TCE) exposure via oral (A) or via an inhalation route (B) and congenital heart defects in experimental animal studies. Symbols represent intake dose as reported by original study authors. The color of the symbol indicates the type of effect: no observed adverse effect level (NOAEL; blue symbols) or the lowest observed adverse effect level (LOAEL; orange symbols). The size of the symbol indicates the overall risk of bias (ie, larger symbols indicate a lower risk of bias---or higher methodological quality, and vice versa). The dashed vertical line marks current United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) reference concentration (RfC, A) and RfC (B).](10.1177_1091581818754330-fig3){#fig3-1091581818754330}

For the human studies, initial confidence ratings based on study type ranged from moderate to very low. When the "serious" and/or "very serious" RoB was considered along with inconsistent findings, imprecision, and low magnitude of effects, there was an overall decrease in confidence. That is, there is a very low to low level of confidence in the body of evidence. That is, there are no data of sufficient quality (available data have low to very low level of confidence) to determine the direction of an effect (consistent with OHAT methodology, evidence receiving "very low" confidence ratings should not be used to develop conclusions regarding the potential for health effects; OHAT and Rooney et al^[@bibr2-1091581818754330]^).

Integrated Conclusions Considering RoB {#section13-1091581818754330}
--------------------------------------

Per the OHAT framework, the RoB assessment and level of confidence ratings (steps 4 and 5 in the OHAT framework) were carried forward to the development of conclusions. This involved translating confidence ratings into levels of evidence for health effects (step 6) and classification of overall conclusions (step 7). For the human evidence base, the confidence ratings translated into a "low to inadequate" level of evidence, that is, there is a low to very low (inadequate/insufficient) confidence to determine the potential for, or the direction of, an effect of TCE exposure and CHDs. For the animal evidence base, recognizing that the single inconsistency can be explained by study design, conduct, and reporting limitations, it was determined that the final confidence rating for the oral studies was "high." That is, there was a high level of confidence supporting a lack of association between oral or inhalation exposure to TCE and CHDs in experimental animal studies. In making this determination, contextual (confirmatory) efforts related to the sensitivity of the experimental animal studies were also considered; unlike known cardioteratogens (eg, alcohol, retinoic acid), the animal and human in utero exposure studies provide no evidence of any particular CHD pattern or predominant CHD associated with TCE exposure.

The translated levels of evidence for each stream were then integrated using the matrix provided by OHAT. Per OHAT methodology, data receiving a "very low" level of confidence rating or an "inadequate" level of evidence do not move forward to the development of conclusions; in such cases, it is recommended that conclusions are based on the remaining evidence stream alone. The TCE-CHD evidence base is difficult to integrate, given the lack of confidence to determine the potential for, or direction of, an effect in the human data. Using a conservative approach, and assuming a low (vs inadequate) level of effect for the human data, combined with the high level of confidence that TCE is not associated with CHDs in animals, the overall conclusion ranges from classification of TCE as "not classifiable" to "not identified" to be a CHD hazard ([Figure 4](#fig4-1091581818754330){ref-type="fig"}).

![Application of the Office of Health Assessment and Translation (OHAT) framework for systematic review and evidence integration for developing hazard identification conclusions (steps 6 and 7).](10.1177_1091581818754330-fig4){#fig4-1091581818754330}

Impact of RoB {#section14-1091581818754330}
-------------

In the context of risk assessment, the resulting impact of the RoB assessment on TCE-CHD is the determination that CHDs are not the most suitable end point upon which to base a quantitative assessment and that the Johnson et al's^[@bibr20-1091581818754330]^ study is not sufficiently reliable for hazard characterization or development of noncancer toxicity values.

Discussion {#section15-1091581818754330}
==========

The RoB assessment described here provided a systematic, transparent approach to evaluating methodological quality. Following NAS recommendations to conduct an RoB assessment on studies used as primary data sources for dose--response assessment, we have demonstrated that one of the co-candidate studies used to develop the current RfD and RfC values for TCE has the highest RoB in the evidence base. Further, this case study demonstrates that the inconsistent finding of this study (Johnson et al^[@bibr20-1091581818754330]^) could be explained by bias in selection, performance, detection, exposure, and statistics (eg, lack of concurrent controls, lack of consistent vehicle between control and exposure groups, uncertain exposure levels in TCE-exposed animals, unvalidated method for assessing outcome, unreliable statistics, etc). Due to the high RoB (tier 3), inconsistent findings with all other animal studies (n = 11, all of which had lower RoB ratings) and inability to replicate study findings, results of this case study demonstrated that the Johnson et al's^[@bibr20-1091581818754330]^ study is not sufficiently reliable for hazard characterization or development of noncancer toxicity values. And thus, using the process described here regarding the role of RoB in selecting reliable candidate studies to serve as the basis of toxicity values, the literature characterizing other end points (including alternative developmental effects) could be evaluated and a more reliable and representative data set (or data sets) selected.

The RoB evaluation conducted here demonstrates the importance of evaluating and integrating RoB both in developing hazard conclusions and in candidate data selection for dose--response assessment and development of toxicity values. It also highlights the significant utility of implementing an SR process (such as that described by OHAT process) in risk assessment. Based on decades of experience from the fields of toxicological and clinical medicine, the OHAT approach provides a transparent, objective process for characterizing the validity of the evidence, rating confidence in the evidence, translating confidence in the body of evidence to level of evidence in health effects, and finally to integrating the evidence in developing hazard identification conclusions. Thus, individual study quality is inherent to the synthesis and development of conclusions. Moreover, the OHAT approach guides the user to make conclusions on reliable data, and if such are not available, to be transparent in classifications, utilizing terms such as "insufficient," "inadequate," or "not classifiable" (ie, weak or low levels of evidence between streams do not relate to a high level of evidence of effect).

The OHAT approach, however, is limited to hazard classifications. As demonstrated here, the output of an SR can readily be utilized in subsequent steps in a risk assessment. The particular utility of carrying the output forward is demonstrated via comparison of this case study with a review on a similar body of evidence that did not include an assessment of the RoB,^[@bibr25-1091581818754330]^ which resulted in an opposite conclusion regarding the suitability of the Johnson et al's^[@bibr20-1091581818754330]^ study for development of noncancer toxicity . Differences in the conclusions can be explained by elements of the RoB assessment. For example, an RoB assessment is conducted at the outcome (vs study) level. As such, the publications by Dawson et al^[@bibr55-1091581818754330]^ and Johnson et al^[@bibr20-1091581818754330]^ (and associated errata) were handled as a single experimental study in this case study, since the data set in Johnson et al^[@bibr20-1091581818754330]^ includes all the TCE-CHD data from the earlier paper. In contrast, Makris et al^[@bibr25-1091581818754330]^ treats these studies inconsistently, considering them separate and independent studies for much of their assessment (which gives the perception of a greater volume of evidence than is actually available), but as a single study for the dose--response evaluation. The question-based evaluation of RoB conducted here provided an objective rationale for assessment of internal validity---the output of which transparently provides rationale for the lack of reproducibility, low magnitude of response, and the likely reasons for the inconsistency in findings (ie, performance, detection, and selection biases). In this case study, both the findings and the study quality (as assessed by internal and external validity) of all of the evidence were integrated, whereas Makris et al^[@bibr25-1091581818754330]^ did not formally integrate the studies reporting a lack of TCE-CHD association in rats, mice, and rabbits.^[@bibr54-1091581818754330],[@bibr63-1091581818754330],[@bibr65-1091581818754330],[@bibr66-1091581818754330],[@bibr68-1091581818754330],[@bibr69-1091581818754330]^

In making these comparisons, it is notable that evaluation and integration of RoB did not result in significantly different conclusions from Makris et al^[@bibr25-1091581818754330]^ regarding the human studies despite differences in overall approach. It is likely that similar conclusions were reached for the human evidence because (1) some aspects of bias were considered (though not formally evaluated) by Makris et al^[@bibr25-1091581818754330]^ and (2) there is overlap in the weight of the evidence approach used by Makris et al^[@bibr25-1091581818754330]^ and the elements that also form the basis of Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE )and OHAT evidence integration frameworks. For example, Makris et al^[@bibr25-1091581818754330]^ informally considered confounding variables, approach for evaluation exposure, and classification of outcomes. The general conclusion on the lack of reliability of the available human evidence is consistent with that of prior reviews of this literature (eg, Hardin et al,^[@bibr54-1091581818754330]^ Watson et al,^[@bibr18-1091581818754330]^ and Makris et al^[@bibr25-1091581818754330]^). The RoB conducted here also contributes to an additional need identified by Makris et al^[@bibr25-1091581818754330]^ regarding interpretation of the epidemiological database for cardiac defects associated with TCE exposures. Presently, the high level of heterogeneity in study design and the lack of information within individual studies (ie, no OR developed, no CIs reported) preclude meta-analyses.

The findings of the case study reinforce the OHAT recommendation regarding a priori project-specific customization of the RoB approach to rigorously evaluate and differentiate study quality for a given PECO. For example, here, we identified and categorized outcome assessment methods associated with the lowest RoB for cardiac heart defects in experimental animal studies. This was based on the classification of dissection methods used in OECD guidelines (or similar) as having a low RoB. Doing so allowed for further differentiation of study quality (an objective of the assessment). The majority of TCE-CHD studies used guideline-approved dissection methods. Two studies used a dissection technique that was not considered to be reliable here: Johnson et al^[@bibr20-1091581818754330]^ and Fisher et al,^[@bibr64-1091581818754330]^ the latter of which was explicitly designed to attempt to replicate the CHD findings from Johnson et al.^[@bibr20-1091581818754330]^ Dawson et al^[@bibr55-1091581818754330]^ described this alternative dissection technique and alleged that it was sensitive to the detection of particular defects (eg, adhered valve cusps) and abnormal valve dimensions (Johnson et al^[@bibr77-1091581818754330]^). It should be noted that the controls in these 2 studies also had considerably higher background levels of CHDs relative to the Staples technique (Carney et al^[@bibr67-1091581818754330]^). This suggests that the combination of the fixing and unique tissue cuts on such minute tissues may be introducing artifacts. As such, the dissection method used in these 2 studies (Fisher et al^[@bibr64-1091581818754330]^ and Johnson et al^[@bibr20-1091581818754330]^) was not considered to be reliable. It is also recognized, however, that the types of CHDs reported in these studies were diverse and inconsistent among TCE treatment groups, with no evidence of a predominant defect or set of defects in any TCE exposure group in these studies.^[@bibr18-1091581818754330],[@bibr19-1091581818754330],[@bibr51-1091581818754330]^ A similar situation arises when evaluating the CHD data presented in the TCE metabolite studies.^[@bibr78-1091581818754330][@bibr79-1091581818754330][@bibr80-1091581818754330]--[@bibr81-1091581818754330]^

Implementation of the case study also reinforced that an RoB assessment does not eliminate subjectivity and expert judgment, though highlighting the complimentary nature of utilizing a transparent, formal system to evaluate RoB and integration of such in decision-making. For example, when evaluating the potential for bias, this current evaluation differed from Makris et al^[@bibr25-1091581818754330]^ as to what would constitute bias selection and performance bias, specifically with respect to what constitutes an appropriate control group. Makris et al^[@bibr25-1091581818754330]^ considered the pooling of 5 groups of nonconcurrent control animals that received different vehicles to be analogous to a historical control group and thus suitable for use as a control in the statistical analyses. Makris et al^[@bibr25-1091581818754330]^ further characterized this heterogeneous combination of data across studies as a strength. In contrast, here, these factors were viewed as shortcomings in methodological quality, relating to a high RoB in several questions. It is also notable that in recognizing some of these aspects as potential shortcomings, Makris et al^[@bibr25-1091581818754330]^ contacted the original study authors for clarification and cite personal communications in which unpublished study data were made available to Makris et al.^[@bibr25-1091581818754330]^ These unpublished data were not made publically available and thus not available for evaluation here. However, even if such information were made publicly available, use of such clarifying information from this study without attempts to contact other study authors to clarify uncertainties in other studies is a direct form of bias in the conduct of an SR and thus is viewed as unfavorable here.

Additional challenges in the integration of RoB are associated with use of RoB alone as a measure of data quality. Often regarded as an ambiguous term, OHAT addressed the role of RoB as part of an evaluation of data quality, noting that internal validity (RoB), external validity (directness), and completeness in reporting are all important elements of assessing the credibility of individual studies.^[@bibr2-1091581818754330]^ Historically, in practice, other systems such as Klimisch scoring^[@bibr82-1091581818754330]^ have been implemented. In such systems, guideline-based studies conducted via good laboratory practice (GLP) are regarded as the top quality or "gold standard" studies. A commonly discussed challenge in the uptake of a question-based RoB approach is that these "gold standard" studies do not automatically rank highest. In the context of SR, the elements of a guideline-based or GLP study are not all addressed by RoB, but rather by integration of other components. Many aspects of these "fit for purpose" studies are evaluated as directness or external validity and/or are addressed at the level of inclusion/exclusion (ie, only direct or "fit for purpose" studies would be included in a review). Here, each study was evaluated both for internal and external validity. The guideline/GLP study (Carney et al^[@bibr67-1091581818754330]^) and guideline-type studies (ie, experiments conducted following protocols similar to guideline studies, as opposed to hypothesis generating, research-oriented protocols; Schwetz et al,^[@bibr53-1091581818754330]^ Hardin et al,^[@bibr54-1091581818754330]^ Healy et al^[@bibr69-1091581818754330]^) received more favorable RoB ratings and also higher ratings for directness---the combination of which increase confidence in the outcomes of these higher quality studies.

An example of the challenge in using RoB to critically appraise guideline-based studies (and a recognized shortcoming of this assessment) is accounting for the number of animals in each study (ie, "n"). One of the many components addressed in any given study guideline is that the "n" per dose group should be large enough to capture a potential effect. The OHAT RoB questions do not directly address this. For example, in the TCE-CHD case study, most of the experimental animal studies involving oral exposure (including Johnson et al^[@bibr20-1091581818754330]^) did not include adequate animal numbers based on the OECD guideline protocol for developmental toxicology^[@bibr34-1091581818754330]^ (most included n \< 20), whereas the majority of the inhalation studies met or exceeded this guideline standard (n ≥ 20). Although this aspect would indirectly relate to selection, performance, detection, and other (statistical) bias, it was not directly accounted for in the RoB here. Rather than a reflection of study quality per se, this element relates to study sensitivity; high potency chemical effects may still be detected in studies with less than optimal "n" and are more of a design limitation for studies reporting negative data (ie, Were there enough animals per group to capture low potency chemical effects?). This study design element would have further differentiated the oral and inhalation evidence streams within the experimental animal evidence base. In future refinements of critical appraisal tools, this aspect could be added as a subdomain or as a completely separate RoB question. It is thus notable, and commendable, that initial information available regarding updates to the IRIS program suggest that in the future, individual studies will be evaluated for study sensitivity, that is, the ability of the study to detect the potential effect in question^[@bibr83-1091581818754330]^; assessment of such would likely cover the study "n" as well as other study design elements that may be unique to a given end point.

Additionally, although the NTP OHAT RoB tool has a clear application to human and experimental animal studies, it does not provide guidance on the evaluation of mechanistic data. As such, we did not evaluate RoB in the avian or in vitro studies included by Makris et al.^[@bibr25-1091581818754330]^ Although this could be regarded as a shortcoming in the context of hazard assessment, it does not detract from integration of study quality relative to selection of candidate data sets. Although the avian and in vitro studies in the TCE evidence base could potentially be useful information for characterizing biological mechanisms underlying cardiac defects,^[@bibr84-1091581818754330][@bibr85-1091581818754330]--[@bibr86-1091581818754330]^ they are very indirect in the context of developing toxicity values, particularly when considering the nature of these models relative to the exposure of concern (via pregnant mothers). These studies do not accommodate for the complexity in biological responses versus the human and experimental animal studies, which notably utilized lower exposures (avian and in vitro studies utilized TCE concentrations several orders of magnitude higher than the human and animal studies). In addition, such studies utilize exposure routes that are not relevant (eg, avian models directly injected TCE into the chorioallantoic membrane of the egg^[@bibr87-1091581818754330][@bibr88-1091581818754330][@bibr89-1091581818754330][@bibr90-1091581818754330][@bibr91-1091581818754330]--[@bibr92-1091581818754330]^). Thus, the human and experimental animal studies are more generalizable to population exposures and thus preferred over in vitro and avian data for risk assessment.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the importance of carrying out the NAS recommendations to assess RoB on studies used as primary data sources for hazard identification and dose--response assessment---a critical element in determining how confidently conclusions can be drawn. This exercise also demonstrates a need for further development and refinement of frameworks to evaluate both internal and external validity for nonhuman studies. It is anticipated that results presented here both (1) provide important information to risk managers regarding the confidence (and uncertainty) in the TCE-CHD evidence base and (2) provide a demonstration of the role of RoB in the development of toxicity values.
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